Faria tachometer wiring

In this section you will find some basic information about trouble shooting devices and
information. Often you can find information which will help provide a simple fix to the problem.
A Technical Support Guide provides step by step instructions to help narrow the malfunction.
Sometimes we find that the gauge is not the problem and that a wire or a signal feed has gone
bad causing the erratic operation. Following the guide can help spot these errors before you
send in a properly operating instrument for repair. Each instrument has been manufactured in
an ISO registered facility, built to stringent standards and has passed a comprehensive quality
control procedure prior to shipment. Each instrument is backed by the Faria Beede warranty.
Your Instrument System consists of individual gauges, wiring harnesses, senders, sensors and
transducers. Each of these items has their own tolerances. If these tolerances "stack up" in
opposite directions it can lead to what may be perceived as a larger difference in operating
readings than actually exists. As long as the readings are within the engine's specified
operating band, the engines are operating properly. Tachometers will zero when the key is
turned on; it doesn't matter what the tach reads with the key off. Paddlewheel driven
tournament speedometers are manufactured with a fluid filled pointer bobbin. This fluid aids in
the control of bounce and reduces rapid movements of the pointer. Due to the viscosity of this
fluid, it is important that the instrument not be placed glass side down on a surface for longer
than a few seconds. To ensure accuracy, all Faria Beede Tach-Hourmeter combination
instruments and stand alone digital hourmeter utilize Engine Running Only hourmeters. This
instrument does not read engine hours until a certain voltage has been achieved during engine
use. Engine Running Only hourmeters by Faria Beede have an icon in the left hand corner of the
display. The icon lets the operator know that hours are being displayed. During normal
operations the icon displays solid when the key is on and the engine has not yet been started.
Turning the engine on activates the counting function. The icon will begin to blink indicating
that the hourmeter is currently counting hours for the connected engine. This is normal. Fuel
gauges may at some times seem to "bounce". In most circumstances this is actually caused by
the fuel sloshing in the tank and does not necessarily indicate a problem with the gauge or
sender. Most marine instruments have small vents in their cases to allow a way out for moisture
that finds its way in. It is possible for moist air to be drawn into the vents when the air inside the
gauge cools down after the instrument is turned off. The morning sun can draw this moisture up
against the lens, causing fogging. Turning on the instrument with the instrument light "on" will
speed up moisture removal. Fogging is not abnormal, nor will it harm your instrument, which is
built to withstand the harsh marine environment. These instruments are manufactured with a
polycarbonate or glass lens which utilize an anti-fog coating. This coating reduces fogging in
the instrument. Some interference erratic operation may be noticed on tachometers or
synchronizers during radio transmissions. This will neither damage the instrument nor affect its
accuracy when not transmitting. Occasionally when an engine has been revved up high and
then abruptly shut off, the pointer will fall to the incorrect starting pin on the instrument. For
example, on a Rpm Tachometer - The pointer sits on the numeral six instead of beginning at
zero. There is a quick on-site fix to this problem. Place a magnet against the glass directly on
the end of the pointer resting on the increments. You can slowly move the magnet and drag the
pointer back to the zero position. Things you should know about your instruments. IS Tech
Support and Trouble Shooting Guide 5 mb Trouble Shooting Guide Each instrument has been
manufactured in an ISO registered facility, built to stringent standards and has passed a
comprehensive quality control procedure prior to shipment. The Instrument System: Your
Instrument System consists of individual gauges, wiring harnesses, senders, sensors and
transducers. Speedometers: Paddlewheel driven tournament speedometers are manufactured
with a fluid filled pointer bobbin. Fuel gauges: Fuel gauges may at some times seem to
"bounce". Instrument Fogging with Standard Glass Lens: Most marine instruments have small
vents in their cases to allow a way out for moisture that finds its way in. Instruments with Fog
Resistant Lenses: These instruments are manufactured with a polycarbonate or glass lens
which utilize an anti-fog coating. Radio Transmissions: Some interference erratic operation may
be noticed on tachometers or synchronizers during radio transmissions. Pointer Jumping
mostly for older instruments : Occasionally when an engine has been revved up high and then
abruptly shut off, the pointer will fall to the incorrect starting pin on the instrument. If your boat
does not already have a tachometer installed, you're only getting a partial picture of your boat's
performance. You may never have come close to testing the limits of your boat's performance
to learn what she would do. Adding a tachometer to your boat's instrument cluster allows you
to push your boat's motor to the limit specified by the manufacturer--called "wide open throttle"
in the motor operator's manual--without overstepping that boundary, thus preventing the engine
from hemorrhaging internally. Use a pliers-type crimper to crimp ring connectors to both ends
of the one of the red wires and the black wire and one end of each of the gray wires. Crimp a

female blade disconnect onto one end of the remaining red wire and a ring connector to the
other end. Loosen the nut on the "NEG" post of an instrument adjacent to the tachometer
location that's activated by the ignition switch. Slip one of the ring connectors on one of the red
wires onto the post, thread the nut back onto the post and tighten. Slip the connector on the
other end of the wire over the tachometer post marked "BAT. Slip one of the ring connectors on
the green wire onto the terminal post on the back of the tachometer marked "GND. Slide the
female blade disconnect onto the male blade disconnect on the back of the tachometer. Solder
the bare ends of each of the gray wires to the bare ends of the wires coming from the sending
unit with a soldering iron and silver core solder. Connect the ring terminal of one of the gray
wires to the "GND" connection on the back of the tachometer and the ring terminal of the other
gray wire to the "SIGNAL" terminal of the tachometer. Will Charpentier is a writer who
specializes in boating and maritime subjects. A retired ship captain, Charpentier holds a
doctorate in applied ocean science and engineering. He is also a certified marine technician and
the author of a popular text on writing local history. A boat owner running a boat without a
tachometer handicaps himself significantly. It can provide an early warning to potential engine
problems, and it provides an easy-to-understand metric on engine performance. Simple
mistakes can goof up a tachometer, however, especially in its installation. Start the boat engine
and test the tachometer and its ability to receive a signal. Run the engine at a known speed in
neutral and compare to the tachometer reading. Turn off the engine and prepare to remove the
tachometer if the reading is non-existent or clearly not accurate. Use a screwdriver to unscrew
the tachometer from the dashboard it is attached to. Gently pull the instrument forward by hand
and outward from the dashboard. Carefully pull its wiring out by hand from behind so that the
wires are exposed as well. Examine each wire attached to the tachometer and record its color.
Look for any fraying, broken wires or exposed insulation. Patch up any minor damage by
cleaning the area and wrapping electrical black tape over exposed wires completely. Match up
the colored wires from the tachometer to the wiring used on your boat. Confirm that each wire is
connected to the right boat harness wire via wire connectors. Connect by hand the red wire for
power feed to the power red wire on your boat harness. Connect the black tachometer wire to
the black ground wire. Connect the yellow wire to your lighting wiring. Label each wire with
masking tape and a permanent marker. Turn the tachometer over gently so that the backside is
exposed. Check your boat wiring manual to confirm your voltage if your not sure what it is.
Examine each of the connections plastic male and female connectors at wiring ends to the
tachometer backside, if applicable. Repair any bad or loose connectors identified. Reconnect
the repaired wire connector to the tachometer backside. Connect the boat harness wiring to the
tachometer, if it was disconnected in the repair process, and reinsert the connected wires back
into the tachometer dashboard hole followed by the tach itself. Seat the wider face rim the front
edge of the tachometer's exposed side the part that sits outside the dashboard against the hole
edge and use a screwdriver to secure it tight with wood screws into the dashboard face.
Reconnect the boat battery to the boat wiring system. Turn on the boat and check if the
tachometer receives a reading of revolutions per minute from the engine wiring. Give the boat
some throttle and confirm the tachometer reads the increase correctly. Once practiced, you will
then know the upper limit of your boat engine to avoid exceeding it, which can result in
expensive repairs. Do not perform electrical work without first disconnecting the boat's battery.
Boat batteries are much larger than automotive batteries and can pack a significant jolt to an
unsuspecting home mechanic if a metal tool hits a live wire. Since Tom Lutzenberger has
written for various websites, covering topics ranging from finance to automotive history.
Lutzenberger works in public finance and policy and consults on a variety of analytical services.
By: Tom Lutzenberger Updated April 12, Share It. Things You'll Need. Mount the tachometer so
water will not collect on the face, or drip on the case and wires. If the tachometer is covered by
a transparent shield, the shield must be adequately ventilated to help prevent sunlight heat soak
damage. Use a wiring kit to connect the tachometer to the plug-in connector on the remote
control or accessory electrical cable. This will help prevent ring terminal from rotating and
loosening the nut. Connect all wires before installing gauge in dashboard. Do not overtighten
the mounting nuts as you could permanently damage the gauge. Important: Multiple battery
installations require a common battery ground cable. Turn bulb socket counter-clockwise and
pull out. Replace with a No. Parts Diagrams: Select Your Engine. Year Engine Model Go.
Disconnect battery cables to help prevent arcing or damage to equipment. Select a tachometer
mounting location that is in full view of the operator. Use No. Insert the gauge into dashboard.
Install bracket, star washers, and mounting nuts. Connect battery cables. Test the tachometer
operation by running the engine. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New
media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media.
Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search

titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Which Tach setting for Faria Gauge. Thread starter madurodave
Start date May 22, Joined Jul 15, Messages Please take a look at the enclosed picture and tell
me which contact it should be set on for my 8 cylinder engine. I am having a difficult time with
the readings on this new gauge. Top or bottom? Thanks in advance! Joined Nov 6, Messages 1,
Re: Which Tach setting for Faria Gauge Look at the documentation that came with the
tachometer, try the home page from the manufacturer. Re: Which Tach setting for Faria Gauge
mkast said:. Look at the documentation that came with the tachometer, try the home page from
the manufacturer. Fireman Rear Admiral. Joined Sep 17, Messages 4, An 8 cylinder 4-cycle
engine should be set on can't remember which either 3P or 4P. Re: Which Tach setting for Faria
Gauge According to the link, the correct tachometer will have a label showing correct position.
Contact the manufacturer. Joined Oct 18, Messages It shows that you put the selector in
position 3 for 8 cyl engines. Hope this helps. Joined Apr 24, Messages Re: Which Tach setting
for Faria Gauge sw33ttooth said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Checking a Faria
Tachometer. Thread starter sailsmanship Start date Aug 10, Joined Jul 26, Messages I have a
Faria SS Chesapeake guage set that is three years old and the tachometer is not working
properly anymore. The hour meter in the lower middle works, and the tach needle moves a little
through the rpm range and then sticks in the rpm position when turned off. The setting is on 8
cyclinder which the motor is. Is there any way to test if it is the tach or the sender before I buy a
new tach. Also I checked all the connections and they seem good. Silvertip Supreme Mariner.
Joined Sep 22, Messages 28, Re: Checking a Faria Tachometer There is no sender. The tach
senses pulses from the ignition system. If it doesn't it has issues. Re: Checking a Faria
Tachometer You were right, the tach had issues. Replaced, works fine. Joined Apr 24, Messages
Re: Checking a Faria Tachometer May be too late, but when my Faria tach went bad on my Sea
Ray in , I sent it in and they replaced it for free Not sure if that was rare or normal, but I was
impressed. Joined May 27, Messages 1, Re: Checking a Faria Tachometer dgirt said:. May be
too late, but when my Faria tach went bad on my Sea Ray in , I sent it in and they replaced it for
free Joined May 26, Messages Re: Checking a Faria Tachometer rwidman said:. Faria
instruments have a lifetime guarantee. They will repair or replace it. Re: Checking a Faria
Tachometer lonesouth said:. Just sent mine in early August. You must log in or register to reply
here. Discussion in ' Mechanic's Corner ' started by tcjmiami , Jul 28, Shamrock Boat Owners'
Club. Jul 28, 1. Messages: 28 Likes Received: 0. Jul 29, 2. Messages: Likes Received: 0. Not
sure, but I will say that the Faria tach I bought last year old Faria unit was shot came with a
lifetime guarantee. To me it's easiest to just replace what you have and if it has a guarantee,
even better. Jul 29, 3. Messages: 1, Likes Received: 1. Not to change the subject, but I've got an
original Faria tach in my '86 26' and it needs to be replaced. When I changed motors, I had to
change alternators and the different altenator went berserk when I first started the motor and
put over 16 volts into the instruments and had a heck of a flash across the 12v resistor on the
rear of the motor it fried also, a simple case of operator error in the hookup, do I feel dumb! As a
result, the tach doesn't know where zero is anymore and starts reading from anywhere on the
dial. It seems to work OK and gives me what sounds like the revs it's supposed to be reading.
However, it's a PITA to have to add or subtract whatever RPM indicated that it thought was zero
when wanting to know what rpms the motor is turning. I've just been running the motor at where
it sounds good and seems to read around 3,00rpm. I've played with the cyl adjustment on the
back of the tach thinking I might be able to get it to read correctly but to no avail. I've found
several Feria tachs at a local marine supply store in Daytona but they are not the original style
and I would like to keep the boat as original as possible. Anybody know where I can get an
original tach for this boat? Jul 30, 4. Messages: 59 Likes Received: 0. Faria Tach I replaced the
tach in my '90 Cuddy with a Flowscan. The Faria tach worked when removed. Please email me if
interested. Last edited: Jun 18, Jul 30, 5. Thanks, Bert. Check your PM. You must log in or sign
up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Your browser's Javascript functionality is turned off. Please turn it on so that you
can experience the full capabilities of this site. Skip to main content. Back to Main Menu. Back

to Shop by Category. Outboard Motors. Trolling Motors. Engine Parts. Fuel Systems. Engine
Maintenance. Boat Covers. Bimini Tops. Pontoon Bimini Tops. Back to Watersports. Stand-Up
Paddleboards. Outdoor Gear. Back to Outdoor Gear. Outdoor Cooking. Outdoor Lighting.
Outdoor Camping. Vehicle Accessories. Back to Fishing. Terminal Tackle. Tackle Storage. Ice
Fishing. Men's Clothing. Women's Clothing. Kids' Clothing. Back to Electrical. Shore Power.
Marine Stereos. Marine Autopilots. Multi-Function Network Systems. Action Cameras. Thermal
Cameras. Boat Cleaning Supplies. Back to Trailering.
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Trailer Winches. Trailer Lights. Trailer Hardware. Boat Trailer Rollers. Trailer Hitch
Accessories. Boat Seats. Pontoon Boat Furniture. Marine Pumps. Plumbing Fittings. Freshwater
Systems. Marine Sanitation. Marine Grills. Boat Fenders. Dock Accessories. Back to Safety.
Signal Devices. Back to Outlet. Resource Center. Search for products, SKUs, categories Live
Chat Email Item No. Select Color. Additional Information. Faria instruments get the job done
with style and proven performance. The Chesapeake SS family of gauges provide clear,
easy-to-read displays with beautiful styling that will bring your dashboard to life. Design
features include perimeter lighting, 4" polished stainless steel bezel, contoured pointer, and
domed glass lens. Available in white with blue and black graphics and black with blue and white
graphics. Perimeter lighting Polished stainless steel bezel Contoured pointer Domed glass lens.
Outboard Tachometer Applications. I have twin OMC 's with outdrives. Thank you.

